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Those of us who call Shelter Island our home arrived here in many different ways for many different 

reasons. Some of our residents have families who have been here for generations. Some like my 

husband came here decades ago when his parents created a summer haven from Freeport that 

eventually became their retirement community, built gradually as extended family joined them. Some 

like me are newer arrivals who have been welcomed with warmth and generosity into the Shelter Island 

family. What unites all of us is a deep appreciation and awe of the natural beauty of this place we call 

home, and a shared sense of community that creates a foundation oftrust and mutual respect that 

underlies all of our daily interactions with one another. I remember the first time I was touched by this 

community- I went out for a run and an unexpected rain storm left me drenched a mile from home. 

Within minutes an island resident I had never met pulled over in the torrential downpour and offered 

me a ride. 

What I have never felt on Shelter Island are the barriers between us and them, between year-round 

residents and second-home owners. Between people with prime real estate living with spectacular 

water views and those of us with more modest addresses. The beauty of the island and the deep sense 

of community are there for all to share. We also know that on a small island, neighborly courtesy is 

more than just pleasantries-our small community is deeply interdependent. The person you held the 

door for at the post office may be getting you safely across the bay on the ferry. The person you politely 

let go first at the IGA may be called upon to respond to a fire on the island. 

So it was a great surprise to me last winter when two friends and I set out for a run together on one of 

my favorite routes-from Rte. 114 to Taylor's Island and back-and we were stopped and told we were 

on private property and "trespassing." We did indeed notice some make-shift "private property" signs 

on the dirt road that had never been there before. The car pulled up next to us and insistently drove 

alongside us while we kept running, with a slight tone of intimidation. I was confused. My husband 

introduced this route to me after having enjoyed running on it himself for more than 30 years, taking 

some of the island's best young runners there on countless training runs over the years. We were not 

bothering anyone-three middle-aged local women out for a run on a sunny winter's day. 

Not wanting to trespass or break any laws, we did some research. We found that the Mashomack

Coecles Harbor Association had recently raised questions about the access road to Taylor's Island. The 

information we got from all of our sources {Taylor's Island Preservation and Management Committee, 

Shelter Island Police, etc.) concluded the same-there is a commitment to preserving the access rights 

to a taxpayer-funded town park and mutual respect of island residents. 

So a few weeks later two of us went out for another run to Taylor's Island. This time a man tried to 

block our passage with his two dogs, loudly threatening to call the police. Today, several months after 

our last encounter, we again attempted to enjoy a run on a beautiful sunny day before winter settles in. 

This time we were stopped by the Director of the Nature Conservancy Mashomack Preserve. He 
threatened to call the police and he did, following us slowly in his truck until the police car met us at the 



end of the road. The police officer politely listened to our understanding of the situation and said he 

would look into it. 

The questions about the Taylor's Island access road continue. But I would like to raise a deeper 

question--which Shelter Island do we want to call home? The Shelter Island that places community 

values and mutual respect above petty boundaries? Or the Shelter Island where some residents fight to 

exclude their neighbors from enjoying one of the most breathtaking vistas on the island, not because 

these neighbors are causing any harm, but simply because they can? Where residents peacefully 

accessing a public park supported by their tax dollars are bullied and intimidated by large vehicles or 

dogs or threats of the police? I'm afraid that something very special about Shelter Island will be lost if 

we choose the latter. . 


